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Yoko Fujii
Boomy

Species: NH-29H
Gender: Female

Age: Created YE 30
Height: 5'3“
Weight: 106 lbs

Organization: SAoY
Occupation: Infantry

Rank: Itto Heisho
Current Placement: Fifth Fleet

in Roleplay

Yoko is an NPC played by Kai.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'3” Mass: 106 lbs Measurements: C cup Build and Skin Color: Yoko is sturdily built, but still
slender. her form is not as curvaceous as a typical Nekovalkyrja, but is still quite flattering. Her skin is a
deep chocolate brown.

Eyes and Facial Features: Yoko has rounder, more Nordic looking eyes than a typical Nekovalkyrja.
Her face is very round, and her eyebrows angle inward slightly, giving her an almost sinister look if she
were to squint. Her irises are quite black in color, but have flecks of grey in them.

Ears: Yoko has round, human-like ears, with no fur.

Hair Color and Style: Yoko's hair is dark black, and is braided into cornrows. her hair is relatively long,
though with the braiding it appears to fall down to just above her shoulders, in a very dreadlock-like
fashion.

Distinguishing Features: Yoko's dark complexion, Five fingers, and round humanoid ears make her
stand out from the crowd of Nekovalkyrja. Her hairstyle doesn't hurt in making her distinguishable,
either.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Yoko has a rather boastful personality. She thinks highly of herself, and likes to complain
about the tings others do, especially if they aren't what she wants to do. In public, or in formal situations,
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she is capable of being polite and respectful, but this does not translate to less formal or visible
situations.

Likes: Chocolates, Explosives, and, oddly enough, flowers. Dislikes: Not having chocolates, The Mishhu
Goals: Beat up her commanding officer become an officer.

History

Family (or Creators)

Yoko's only real family is her squad. As with most other neko, she was created by Pnu-Gen in a cloning
facility.

Pre-RP

Yoko had a normal history for a Nekovalkyrja, having been born into service. Her service has gone fairly
smoothly, and she has served her entire time as part of the Fifth fleet, which means she hasn't actually
done much aside from train and provide 'security'

Skills

Yoko is skilled in Power armor combat, and knows all the basic skills a Nekovalkyrja is required to know.
While Yoko has been trained in just about every type of combat and field skill, she specializes in
explosives and anti-material weaponry.
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